UBI
Advanced borehole
imaging independent
of mud type

Applications
■

Borehole imaging
and interpretation

■

Structural dip analysis

■

Fracture identification
and analysis

■

Borehole stability evaluation

■

Borehole radius and cement
volume calculations

■

Automatic hole-shape analysis

Benefits
■

Provides precise, nonsubjective
borehole inspection answers
for critical decisions

■

Reduces rig time; logging speed
can be optimized for resolution
required

UBI Ultrasonic Borehole Imager

Tool principle

A new-generation acoustic borehole
televiewer based on ultrasonic imaging technology, the UBI* Ultrasonic
Borehole Imager enables the analysis
of fractures, stress and borehole stability studies, and enables structural
interpretations that are uninfluenced
by mud type. Through advanced
borehole imaging and stress analysis
applications, borehole stability and
breakout information can be derived
from the accurate borehole cross section as measured by the UBI tool. For
openhole measurements—and for casing internal geometry measurements
in which casing resonance is not
needed—the UBI tool’s transducer
results in high-resolution images.

The sonde includes a rotating transducer subassembly, which is available
in different sizes to log all standard
sizes of open boreholes as shown
in Fig. 1. The direction of rotation of
the subassembly controls the orientation of the transducer—counterclockwise for the standard measurement
mode (transducer facing the borehole
wall) and clockwise to turn the transducer 180º within its subassembly
(transducer facing a reflection plate
within the tool) to measure downhole
fluid properties (Fig. 2).
Selecting the most suitable transducer
subassembly to reduce attenuation
in heavy fluids and to maintain a high
signal-to-noise ratio optimizes the
distance traveled by the ultrasonic
sound pulse in the borehole fluid.
The transducer is both a transmitter
and a receiver, transmitting an ultrasonic pulse and receiving the reflected
pulse. The mud weight and type influence the manual selection of either
250 or 500 kHz for the transducer
frequency.

Features
■

100% azimuthal coverage

■

Rotating transducer

■

Operable in heavy waterand oil-base muds

■

New-generation hardware

■

Clear and easy-to-understand
real-time wellsite presentations

■

Downhole fluid properties
measurement

■

Dynamic image normalization
and color scaling

■

Variable azimuthal and vertical
sampling

■

Improved transit time detection
technique

■

Improved image resolution

Figure 1. The rotating transducer subassembly is available in different sizes to provide optimum standoff
from the casing or borehole wall.
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Figure 2. The direction of rotation of the transducer subassembly controls the transducer position (facing the casing
or borehole wall for measurement, or facing the internal target for fluid properties measurements).
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Tool measurement

Cross-sectional displays

Interpretation

The UBI tool accurately measures
both amplitude and transit time.
The processing technique provides
improved accuracy, avoids cycle skips
and reduces echo losses. The tool
operates on two frequencies (250 or
500 kHz); the higher frequency yields
higher image resolution, while the
lower frequency provides a robust
measurement in highly dispersive muds.
The image resolution mode is selected
in correspondence to the logging environment—such as mud type and density—and the resolution requirements.
The standard resolution at an operating
frequency of 250 kHz is already considered very high; the higher resolution,
obtained at a slower logging speed,
offers the next level of quality.
The tool is relatively insensitive
to eccentralization up to 1⁄4 in. Even
in highly deviated wells, the UBI centralization system is reliable, enabling
the tool to provide clear images.

Cross-sectional displays at specific
depths are essential for interpreting
borehole deformation. The interpretation program fits a circle through the
cross-sectional diagram to highlight
places where deformation occurs.
A diagnostic listing is produced to
help identify hole deformation caused
by keyhole, breakout or shear sliding.
Pseudo-three-dimensional plots can be
generated to give a perspective view of
the borehole from the top looking down.

Processing software available both
in the MAXIS* Multitask Acquisition
and Imaging System surface units
and at Data & Consulting Services
centers can further enhance the UBI
images by correcting amplitude and
transit time information for the effects
of logging speed variations and tool
eccentralization, and also by filtering
noise.
Transit times are converted to borehole radius information using the
velocity of the ultrasonic signal in mud,
measured by the tool on the way down.
Images are oriented by combining inclinometry data from the GPIT* General
Purpose Inclinometry Tool with the
UBI information. The data are then
enhanced by dynamic normalization
and displayed as an image for visual
interpretation.
Amplitude and radius image data
can be loaded onto a geological workstation for analysis and interpretation
using the FracView* fracture characterization program, and major events
can be automatically extracted from
the radius data evaluation of wellbore
stability.

Image presentations
A typical UBI presentation consists
of an amplitude image on the left and
a borehole radius image on the right,
on a 1:40 depth scale. Dynamic normalization, usually over a 1-m interval,
is applied to both images to highlight
the features of the borehole. Dark colors
represent low amplitude and large radii,
indicating borehole rugosity, enlargements and attenuative material. Two
scales—on the far left for amplitude
and on the far right for radii—depict
the relationship between the dynamic
color scale and absolute value. Three
additional curves indicate the minimum,
average and maximum values of the
measurement around the borehole.
These curves are used to rapidly
identify intervals with borehole
enlargements.
Images can be oriented with respect
to north or with respect to the high
side of the borehole in the case of
a deviated well. If oriented with respect
to the high side of the hole, any casing
damage caused by pipe friction appears
at the center of the image and is therefore easily identified.

Spiral plots

The spiral presentation shown in Fig. 3
is a presentation of several successive
levels of acoustic radius information,
such as a stack of cross-sectional
displays at adjacent levels. The impression of looking along a section of borehole helps the interpreter to visualize
any borehole deformation and envision
how reaming may have modified the
initial deformation. Such deformation
is difficult to discern from images
or from a few cross-sectional plots.

Figure 3. A spiral plot of the acoustic radius information gives the visual impression
of looking along a section of the hole.
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Comparison with electrical images

Schlumberger services such as the
FMI* Fullbore Formation MicroImager,
OBMI* Oil-Base MicroImager and ARI*
Azimuthal Resistivity Imager perform
imaging through an array of high-resolution measurements of the formation
resistivity. Typical formations show
easily measurable variation in resistivity
at even the slightest change in lithology.
Therefore, these tools are ideal for
discerning bedding and structural dip.
As the measurements of these tools
are made at a finite radial depth in
the formation, the effects of borehole
surface rugosity are minimized. These
tools can also discern fractures from
the surrounding matrix by the resistivity
differences caused by fluid or minerals
that fill the aperture.
The UBI tool measures attributes of
an ultrasonic wave reflected at the borehole wall. The impedance ratio between
the formation and the mud has a slight
effect on the amplitude of the reflected
signal; however, rugosity of the borehole wall has a much greater effect
and dominates the reflection amplitude.
UBI images are therefore strongly
sensitive to surface variations in the
borehole wall but not to variations
in lithology. Formation changes are
normally seen on UBI images only
if corresponding borehole surface
effects, such as changes in rugosity
or hole diameter are present.
The resolution of any ultrasonic
imaging tool is inadequate to detect
“pure” fractures unless they are very
wide. However, since the drilling
process tends to chip and break the
formation at the edge of a fracture,
the UBI tool can often discern fractures
by associated surface rugosity.
Drilling-induced fractures normally
open only after the drill bit has passed,
so their edges are better preserved
than the edges of natural fractures
that existed when the interval was
drilled, and the fracture is less likely
to be visible on acoustic images.
As shown in Fig. 4, UBI images are
compared with FMI and ARI images
recorded in water-base mud. The FMI
image on the left indicates that the
formation is fractured. The ARI image
shows some of the stronger features
with reduced resolution. From the
UBI image we can distinguish most

Figure 4. FMI, ARI and UBI images in a water-base mud show different fracture attributes, often
allowing discrimination between open and closed fractures, deep and shallow fractures, and even
between natural and hydraulically induced fractures.
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of the major features that appear
on both FMI and ARI images (X38 to
X39 m—deep, open fractures) and
some features that are seen only by
the FMI tool (X39 to X39.5 m—shallow
fractures).
Some features that are quite clear on
the FMI images are invisible or barely
detectable with the UBI images. These
are mostly subvertical. They may be
drilling-induced fractures (X45 to X49 m)
that are not deep enough to influence
the ARI images and they may not have
enough associated surface rugosity
to show up on the UBI images.

The rugosity seen by the UBI tool
at X42 to X42.5 m is not detected at all
by the other two tools. It is probably
a small stress-induced breakout.
Effect of mudcake

Mudcake also influences the ultrasonic
image. It absorbs some of the signal,
thereby reducing the amplitude, and
it slightly decreases the measured
radius. The difference in measured
radius does not represent the actual
mudcake thickness, but rather reflects
the reduced transit time through the
“faster” mudcake. This effect may make
formation layering visible on the UBI
images even in the absence of rugosity.

Applications

Keyhole wear

The UBI tool was originally developed
from the USI* UltraSonic Imager to
provide imaging capabilities in nonconductive oil-base muds and to provide
an acoustic imaging alternative to FMI
microresistivity images. Experience
with high-quality UBI images has
revealed some exciting new applications
such as borehole stability determination
and stress analysis.

In deviated wells, the rotating drillpipe
rests on the low side of the borehole,
gradually wearing a smooth ovalization
or keyhole shape. Often clearly visible
on cross-sectional plots (Fig. 5), the
keyhole appears as a dark band in
the middle of the image, corresponding

Fracture detection

to the low side of the hole as shown
in Fig. 6. The other dark band on the
high side of the hole results from incorrect calculation of the center of the
hole caused by the existence of the
keyhole. Cross-sectional plots can be
used to automatically diagnose borehole
anomalies such as keyholes and determine their severity and orientation.

Figure 5. The cross-sectional plot of the borehole in Fig. 6 clearly shows some keyhole wear
on the low side of the hole (X97 m).

Because openhole borehole televiewer
data are often acquired for use in fracture evaluation, the resolution of the
UBI tool makes it suitable for this
application.
At times, shear sliding along a fracture plane can be detected with the
help of UBI radius measurements
and cross-sectional plots, which provide
strong evidence of both unbalanced
tectonic stress and open fractures.
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Improving fracture analysis in oil-base muds

For structural dip and for stratigraphic
analysis in oil-base mud systems, the
OBMI tool is preferred. However, while
the OBMI image is very useful for
detecting fractures, enhanced fracture
characterization can be achieved by
adding a UBI image to the program.
As a result of the electrically resistive
nature of oil-base mud, an open fracture and a cemented fracture typically
appear the same in an OBMI image.
The UBI tool responds only to an
open fracture and therefore confirms
whether a fracture visible in the OBMI
image is open or closed.
The OBMI tool is also less sensitive
than the UBI tool to fractures that are
steeply dipping with respect to the borehole. Additionally, the 100% circumferential coverage provided by the UBI tool
helps to ensure that no open fractures
are missed during analysis.
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Figure 6. This UBI openhole image shows keyhole wear.
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Borehole stability and stress analysis

Borehole stability problems can lead
to stuck pipe, lost time and perhaps
loss of part of the well, greatly
increasing drilling costs. The UBI
radius and cross-sectional analyses
give an accurate report of the shape
of the borehole, allowing a clear,
detailed analysis of the problem.
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Keyhole wear inside a borehole can
become a drilling hazard when the size
of the enlargement is sufficient to accommodate the drillpipe or drill collars but
not the stabilizers or the bit, and it can
cause the drillstring to become stuck
while tripping out of hole.

Figure 7. Borehole breakout is recorded in this UBI image.
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Breakouts
Horizontal stresses in the formation
are rarely uniform. They are nearly
always compressive and are usually
greater in one horizontal direction
than another because of tectonic forces
and faulting.
Drilling a well in a formation with
nonuniform horizontal forces removes
a cylinder of material that was previously helping to support these compressive forces. Without this support, the
formation near the borehole is subject
to additional stresses.
If the maximum horizontal stress
is in a northwest-southeast direction,
the formation near the southwest and
northeast sides of the borehole wall
experiences a higher tangential compressive stress than before, but still
in a northwest-southeast direction.
The increased stress may be enough
to cause compressive failure of the formation, and rock fragments may break
off, causing caving on opposite sides
of the well (Fig. 7). These oval enlargements are known as breakouts.
At the same time, the formations
near the borehole wall on the northwest and southeast sides of the hole,
which are already subject to only
minimum horizontal stress, may come
under tension. In extreme cases, tensile
failure may occur and fractures develop
perpendicular to the borehole wall.
Debris from breakouts can accumulate, causing the drillpipe to stick,
and breakout severity increases with
decreasing hydrostatic pressure.
Increasing the mud weight is usually
recommended to avoid the drilling
problems associated with breakouts.
The Impact* Integrated Mechanical
Properties Analysis Computation
Technique analyzes this phenomenon
and predicts the minimum mud weight
needed to avoid breakouts.
The cross-sectional plot in Fig. 8
clearly shows breakouts on the north-
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional plot of the borehole in Fig. 7 showing the breakout
on opposite sides of the hole.
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west and southeast sides of the hole.
The direction of maximum stress is
therefore in the northeast-southwest
direction. The angle subtended by an

arc across the width of the breakout
is related to the stress contrast and
is therefore an important parameter
for rock mechanical studies.

Shear sliding
Amplitude (left) and borehole radius
(right) images in Fig. 9 provide an indication of shear sliding. The UBI crosssectional plot in Fig. 10 more clearly
shows borehole distortion that includes
breakout-like enlargements and a narrowing of the hole. The smooth parts
of the borehole are the shape of borehole-size circles, one slightly displaced
from the other. This shape is caused
by the formations on opposite sides
of an extensive fracture sliding with
respect to each other along the
fracture plane.

the fracture and allows the mud access
to the fracture. When displacement
of the formation and the borehole is
significant, there is a risk of the drill
bit, bottomhole assembly or drillpipe
sticking. The UBI images in Fig. 12
show borehole displacement along
a fracture, which appears as a dark
horizontal band on the radius image.
Sometimes the dark band is not continuous, but the interpretation is usually
unambiguous. A cross-sectional plot
at the depth of the dark band clearly
shows the slip (Fig. 13).

When a well is drilled through a
fracture, drilling mud can invade the
fracture so that the hydrostatic pressure of the mud acts on the fracture
surfaces. If the hydrostatic pressure
is greater than the formation fluid
pressure—typically required to avoid
a blowout—it reduces the closing
pressure on the fracture, lowering
friction along the fracture plane.
The formations on opposite sides of
the fracture may then be able to slip
with respect to each other (Fig. 11).
The most likely time for slipping to
occur is just after the drill bit penetrates

Figure 9. Dynamic normalization is applied to both images to highlight the features of the borehole. Dark colors represent low amplitude
and large radii, and indicate rugosity, enlargements and attenuative materials. Three additional curves indicate the minimum, average
and maximum values of the measurement around the borehole.
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The likelihood and size of shear
sliding displacement, and therefore
the chance of the pipe sticking, increase
with added mud weight. Before
increasing the mud weight to reduce
breakout problems, the existence
of fractures or joints in the formation
should be investigated. A diagnosis
of shear sliding is extremely important
for predicting and analyzing borehole
stability in hard formations, but until
the advent of the UBI tool, there was
no effective way of confirming
its occurrence.
It is now recognized that many drilling problems, especially those encountered in deep wells, can be attributed
to shear sliding along fractures. In
one case, repetitive problems in a well
in a notoriously difficult area for drilling
were solved by reducing the mud weight
from 1.6 to 1.25 g/cm3. In another case,
the casing was crushed while pumping
cement because the increased pressure
in the well reopened a fracture that
slipped. The well was lost and had
to be redrilled.

Figure 10. This plot depicts the hole narrowing at the depth of slippage (3774 m) in Fig. 9.
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Figure 11. Variations in the mechanism of slippage along a fracture plane. (Adapted from Maury, V.
and Etchecopar, A., International Geological Conference, Kyoto 1992, Session II.17.7.)
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Shale alteration

Figure 12. This openhole log shows a section of borehole with slippage at a fracture.

Some shales hydrate and swell on contact with water-base mud. The altered
shales may then collapse in the hole
causing washouts and other borehole
enlargements. Debris accumulation
or clay balling caused by further hydration in the mud may constitute a drilling
hazard.
UBI images usually show this alteration as a featureless hole enlargement
and a very rugose borehole wall. The
effect is common in soft shales, especially those containing smectite. The
solution usually consists of changing
to a potassium chloride, polymer or
oil-base mud to minimize hydration.
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Horizontal stress determination
Figure 13. Hole enlargement at the point of slippage in Fig. 12 is clarified by this cross-sectional plot.
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Displacement along a fracture plane,
as measured by the UBI tool, is a
function of the stress field. If the displacement is known at two fractures
with different orientations, the stress
direction and the ratio of maximum
to minimum horizontal stress can be
computed. The stress ratio can even
be obtained from the displacement
at a single fracture if the direction
of the maximum horizontal stress is
known (for example, from breakout
orientation).
Horizontal stress information is an
important parameter for mechanical
properties evaluations such as predicting breakout and perforation stability
in unconsolidated sands.

Automatic hole-shape analysis
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An automatic analysis of the hole
shape from cross-sectional information
can be performed by Schlumberger
Data & Consulting Services. Breakouts,
keyhole wear (or keyseats) and shear
displacement (or slip) are detected
and flagged on a radius image log
(Fig. 14).
Sometimes hole deformation cannot
easily be classified as one of these
three types, either because there is a
combination of different deformations
or because the borehole is rugose and
irregular in shape. In such cases the
borehole is flagged as rugose.

Figure 14. Automatic hole-shape analysis from Data & Consulting Services
identifies breakouts, keyhole wear and shear displacement.
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